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The next generation of wireless cellular networks is expected to support real-time multimedia services with different classes of traffic and diverse
bandwidth requirements. Bandwidth is a scarce resource in wireless networking that needs to be carefully allocated amid competing connections with
different quality of service (QoS) requirements. In this paper, an adaptive framework for supporting multiple classes of multimedia services with different
QoS requirements in wireless cellular networks is proposed. The framework combines the following components: (1) a threshold-based bandwidth
allocation policy that gives priority to handoff calls over new calls and prioritizes among different classes of handoff calls by assigning a threshold to
each class; (2) an efficient threshold-type call admission control (CAC) algorithm; and (3) a bandwidth adaptation algorithm (BAA) that dynamically
adjusts the bandwidth of ongoing multimedia calls to minimize the number of calls receiving lower bandwidth than they had requested. Numerical results
show that the proposed adaptive multimedia framework outperforms existing non-adaptive schemes in terms of the handoff call dropping probability and
effective utilization.
On s’attend à ce que la prochaine génération de réseaux cellulaires sans fil supporte des services multimédia en temps réel avec différentes classes de
trafic et différents besoins en largeur de bande. La largeur de bande, ressource rare dans les réseaux sans fil, a besoin d’être prudemment allouée parmi
toutes les connections en compétition nécessitant différents niveaux de qualité de service. Cet article propose un cadre adaptatif supportant plusieurs
classes de services multimédia nécessitant différentes qualités de service dans un réseau cellulaire sans fil. Le cadre combine les éléments suivants :
(1) une politique d’allocation de la largeur de bande basée sur un seuil qui donne la priorité aux appels en transfert sur les nouveaux appels et qui priorise
les différentes classes d’appels en transfert en leur assignant chacune un seuil, (2) un algorithme efficace de contrôle de l’admission des appels (CAC)
basé sur un seuil, et (3) un algorithme d’adaptation de la largeur de bande (BAA) qui ajuste dynamiquement la largeur de bande d’appels multimédia en
cours afin de minimiser le nombre d’appels recevant moins de largeur de bande que ce qu’ils ont demandés. Les résultats numériques montrent que notre
cadre multimédia adaptatif est plus performant que les schèmes non adaptatifs existants sur le plan de la probabilité de perte d’appels en transferts et de
l’utilisation effective.
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I. Introduction

Wireless communications systems are becoming increasingly popular
as they provide users the convenience of access to information and
services anytime, anywhere and in any format. The upcoming wireless cellular infrastructures such as third generation (3G) and fourth
generation (4G) are deemed to support new high-speed services. The
expected services will include multimedia services that need real-time
quality of service (QoS) guarantees. A wireless multimedia service enables the simultaneous transmission of voice, data, text and images
through radio links by means of new wireless infrastructures. Examples of these services are mobile commerce, geographical and location
information, Web services, cooperative group work, streaming media
and entertainment, voice and gaming. Different wireless multimedia
services have diverse bandwidth and QoS requirements, which need to
be guaranteed by the wireless cellular networks. To achieve this goal,
QoS provisioning in wireless multimedia networks is critical.
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In wireless cellular networks, a mobile user’s QoS requirements
can be objectively expressed in terms of probabilistic connection-level
QoS parameters related to connection establishment and management,
such as new-call blocking probability (NCBP) and handoff call dropping probability (HCDP) [1]. The NCBP is the probability that a
new call will be rejected—a measure of service connectivity. Newcall blocking occurs when the entire bandwidth of the wireless system
medium is busy upon a new call request. The HCDP is the probability that a handoff call will be rejected; it measures service continuity
during handoffs. The procedure of moving from one cell to another,
while the call is in progress, is called handoff. To fulfill handoff, the
mobile requires that the base station in the cell that it moves into allocate the required bandwidth. If no bandwidth is available in the new
cell, the handoff connection is dropped. This kind of dropping refers
to blocking of ongoing connections due to the mobility of the users.
Since call dropping of established connections is usually more annoying than rejection of a new connection request, it is widely believed
that a wireless cellular network must give handoff connection requests
a higher priority than is given to new connection requests.
Provisioning connection-level QoS in wireless cellular networks is
complex due to the limited radio-link bandwidth, the highly fluctuating wireless environment and the user’s mobility. The problem has
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become even more challenging as recent wireless cellular networks
have been implemented based on small-sized cells (i.e., microcells or
picocells [2]). These cells are intended to allow higher transmission
capacity and thus to achieve better performance. However, they also
increase the handoff rate and result in rapid changes in the network
traffic conditions, making the assurance of QoS guarantees more difficult [3]. Therefore, the most important connection-level QoS issue
that should be addressed is how to reduce/control handoff drops due to
lack of available resources in the new cell, since mobile users should
be able to continue their ongoing connections. Designing an efficient
mechanism for management and sharing of bandwidth among different classes of traffic is another important issue that plays a major role
in enhancing system performance.
Recently, in order to overcome the limitations of scarce, highly
fluctuating link bandwidth in wireless multimedia networks, adaptive
multimedia networking has been proposed (e.g., [4]–[5]). An adaptive multimedia paradigm can play an important role in mitigating the
highly varying resource availability in wireless multimedia networks.
Using the adaptive framework, the bandwidth of an ongoing call is
variable and thus can be dynamically adjusted to adapt to various communication environments, especially in situations of overload. With
the help of this adaptive framework and the aid of an efficient bandwidth allocation mechanism, the dropping probability of handoff calls
is reduced to a negligible level in moderate traffic load. However, even
though the HCDP drops to almost zero within the adaptive multimedia framework, QoS provisioning for multimedia in wireless cellular
networks remains a challenge in overload situations.
A call admission control (CAC) algorithm is another key factor
that enables efficient system resource utilization while ensuring that
connection-level QoS requirements are satisfied. CAC is always performed when a mobile initiates communication in a new cell, either
through a new call or a handoff. In this work, we introduce a simple, yet powerful, threshold-type CAC algorithm to provide acceptable
QoS to users and to utilize the system bandwidth efficiently.
A. Related work and motivation
In recent years, QoS provisioning in wireless cellular networks has
attracted significant attention. QoS provisioning is performed by two
closely related algorithms: a call admission control algorithm and a
bandwidth adaptation algorithm (BAA). Several CAC algorithms and
BAAs have been proposed for wireless cellular networks using the
adaptive framework [6]–[12]. In [6]–[9], it is assumed that all calls
belong to a single class of adaptive multimedia traffic and, similarly
to [5] and [13]–[14], receive varying bandwidth values from a discrete
set of integer bandwidths. Chou et al. [6] derived an analytical model
for wireless networks with adaptive bandwidth allocation and trafficrestriction CAC. In [7]–[8], new QoS parameters for adaptive multimedia in wireless networks are introduced. Kwon et al. [7] proposed
the cell overload probability parameter, while Xiao et al. [8] proposed
two QoS parameters: the degradation ratio (DR) and the degradation
degree. Both schemes suggest a new CAC algorithm and BAA that
satisfy the application QoS requirements in terms of the proposed parameters. Kwon et al. [9] identified the possible objectives of BAAs
and, based on these, proposed two BAAs. The first algorithm considers the service-provider objectives of low cost and high revenue, while
the second algorithm aims to provide good QoS and to maintain fairness from the standpoint of the service user.
Multiple classes of adaptive multimedia services in cellular wireless
networks have rarely been introduced in the literature without consideration of the prioritization between a new call arrival and handoff
arrival for each class of traffic [10]–[12]. This motivates us to provide
a bandwidth allocation mechanism that takes into account the separation between incoming traffic for each class and prioritizes the handoff
calls over the new calls. Xiao et al. in [10] and [11] proposed fair adaptive bandwidth algorithms for multiple classes of connections. Fairness
among classes is achieved by partitioning the bandwidth according to
arrival rates. The disadvantage of these algorithms is that they cause all
ongoing connections to receive reduced bandwidth. In order to avoid

this problem, we design a bandwidth adaptation algorithm that aims
to minimize the number of ongoing degraded connections as well as
to reduce the complexity of the bandwidth adaptation process where
not all the connections are reduced. A prioritization in the process of
bandwidth adaptation among multiple classes of multimedia services
is presented in [12], where the bandwidth of calls with lower priority is
preferably adapted. However, the authors of [12] assumed no handoff
dropping, which makes their work impractical. This is not the case in
our work; in order to make our contribution more realistic, a handoff
call can be dropped if it does not satisfy the adaptation condition.
B. Contribution
Motivated by the above discussion, we present a novel adaptive multimedia framework for the next generation of wireless cellular networks at the connection level, where the bandwidth allocated to the
ongoing calls can be dynamically adjusted. This framework supports
multiple classes of adaptive multimedia services with diverse QoS requirements. The main objective of our work is to be able to prioritize
between handoff calls and new calls for each class of traffic while minimizing the handoff call dropping probability and maximizing the effective bandwidth utilization. With this objective in mind, we design an
adaptive multimedia framework that consists of the following related
components: a threshold-based bandwidth allocation policy, a call admission control algorithm, and a bandwidth adaptation algorithm.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The adaptive multimedia model, the traffic model and the QoS parameters are described in
Section II. The detailed adaptive multimedia framework with its main
components is presented in Section III. Simulation results and performance comparisons are reported in Section IV. Finally, conclusions
drawn from the paper and future work are discussed in Section V.
II. Multiclass adaptive multimedia system architecture
A. Adaptive multimedia model
We assume a fixed capacity in each cell. The fixed total capacity is
bandwidth units (in number of channels). Traffic arriving at the cell is
partitioned into  separate classes based on bandwidth requirements.
A multimedia call can dynamically change its bandwidth depending
on the network load situation during its lifetime.
Similarly to [5], [14] and [15], we adopt a layered coding approach
in which the bandwidth of a call can take a set of discrete values. Moreover, multiple classes of adaptive multimedia are taken into consideration. Each class  connection requires a discrete bandwidth value   ,
where   belongs to the set
                    for
        , and      for          . Here, we
express discrete bandwidth values in terms of basic bandwidth units.
Thus,   is an integer number of channels. The minimum and the
maximum values that a class  connection can take are   and   ,
respectively. Also,  denotes the number of possible values of bandwidth that can be allocated to a class  call. The requested bandwidth of
a connection of class  is denoted as   , where    .
We assume that all connections in the same class use the same requested bandwidth. Hence, the requested bandwidth for each class is
predetermined.







B. Traffic model
For traffic characterization, we assume a simple model from a cell’s
perspective. New call arrivals and handoff call arrivals of class  connections are assumed to follow a Poisson process with rates  and
 , respectively. The channel occupancy time is defined as the time
during which a call occupies a channel. It is the minimum of the call
holding time and the cell residence time. According to the classic traffic theory, the call holding time of class  connections is assumed to
be exponentially distributed with mean
. The cell residence time
is the amount of time that a mobile user stays in a cell before handoff.
In a detailed study of mobility in wireless networks [16], it was found
that this parameter follows a gamma distribution. However, approxi-
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mating this distribution by the exponential distribution results in errors
of less than  % [17]. Considering the simplicity resulting from the
assumption of exponentially distributed cell residence time, and noting
the negligible nature of the resulting modelling errors, we assume that
the cell residence time is exponentially distributed with the mean
.
We also assume the cell residence time to be independent of the service
class; hence, connections in any class follow the same cell residence
time distribution. Note that the parameter represents the call handoff
rate. Recall that the channel occupancy time is the minimum of two
exponentially distributed random variables: the call holding time and
the cell residence time. Therefore, the channel occupancy time for new
calls, as well as for handoff calls for class , will be exponentially distributed with means
and
 , respectively, and is given by

 





where


  













(1)

.

C. QoS parameters
In this section, we describe the QoS parameters that will be used to
evaluate the performance of our adaptive multimedia framework. In
addition to the new-call blocking probability and the handoff call dropping probability, we introduce a degradation-ratio QoS parameter for
adaptive multimedia to evaluate the performance of each individual
traffic class. DR is defined in [8] for a single class of adaptive multimedia traffic. In this work, we redefine the DR for multiple classes of
adaptive multimedia in order to effectively characterize the bandwidth
degradation for different classes. Thus,
represents the degradation ratio of class  and is equal to the average ratio of the number of
degraded calls of class  to the number of ongoing calls of class .



 as

The state of the given cell at time  is defined by the vector Ü
follows:

Ü

        
(2)
The non-negative integer   denotes the number of ongoing new
and handoff class  connections at time . Let   denote the predetermined requested bandwidth of an incoming call (new or handoff)
of class . We assume that any incoming call, either new or handoff, of class  uses the same   and that     ,
where  is the minimum bandwidth of class . Let    denote the assigned bandwidth for call  ,      , of class 
at time . Note that both   and    are in
                . A call  of class  is called a “degraded call” if       .
Let   denote the number of degraded calls out of   calls of
class  in a given cell at time . Therefore, at time , the instantaneous
degradation ratio of class  (  ) is defined as
    
(3)
Then   is defined as the time average of   and reflects the
observed history of the cell bandwidth usage. The degradation ratio of
class  ( ) is calculated every  time intervals as
  
   
(4)
 
where  is a time variable.














































III. Adaptive multimedia framework
Our adaptive multimedia framework consists of three main
components:
1. a threshold-based bandwidth allocation policy,

Figure 1: Accessible bandwidth for a two-class system.

2. a call admission control algorithm, and
3. a bandwidth adaptation algorithm.
The threshold-based bandwidth allocation policy prioritizes connections according to their QoS constraints by assigning maximum
occupancy, i.e., a threshold, to each connection class. The CAC algorithm makes an admission/rejection decision based on the current
load of the cell. In this work, we introduce a simple CAC algorithm,
as will be explained below. The BAA performs two main procedures:
reduction and expansion. The BAA for reduction applies to the case in
which an incoming handoff call arrives in the given cell and the cell
is overloaded, whereas the BAA for expansion may expand the bandwidth of calls having less than the predetermined request bandwidth
(or more when there is an outgoing handoff call or a call completion
in the given cell).
A. Threshold-based bandwidth allocation policy
Consider a cell that has a total capacity of
bandwidth units (in a
number of channels). Traffic arriving at the cell is partitioned into 
separate classes based on bandwidth requirements. The classes are
indexed in an increasing order according to their bandwidth requirements, such that





        

for

        

(5)

New calls and handoff calls are further segmented into separate subclasses, each representing connections with different QoS
requirements.
Our bandwidth allocation policy is based mainly on the idea of reserving channels for aggregate handoff connections, thus giving them
priority over new connections and providing them with lower handoff
dropping probability. In addition, the policy prioritizes among different classes of handoff connections according to their QoS constraints
by assigning a series of bandwidth thresholds          , such that

      

         

(6)

where  denotes the maximum number of total bandwidth units that
can be allocated to new connections, and  ,     , denotes
the maximum number of total bandwidth units that can be allocated
to class  handoff connections. It should be noted that if the different
handoff connections were allowed to completely share the bandwidth
(
     ), then connections with lower bandwidth requirements would have a better chance of occupying the bandwidth
than those with higher bandwidth requirements. Fig. 1 shows the accessible bandwidth regions for a two-class system.



B. Call admission control algorithm
The objectives of any CAC algorithm are to satisfy the QoS requirements and to utilize the system resources in an efficient manner [18]–
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[20]. In this section, we provide a simple threshold-type CAC algorithm. The algorithm uses the threshold values that are assigned in the
bandwidth allocation policy, described in the previous section, to make
a decision as to whether to admit or reject an incoming connection request as follows.
Let  denote the number of class  new connections, and let 
denote the number of class  handoff connections that are present in the
denote the total
system at the time of the call request. Also, let
capacity allocated for class  new connections, and let  denote the
total capacity allocated for class  handoff connections. Obviously,






  










  





















 

and

Action
The call is accepted
Execute single-class reduction algorithm
Execute multiple-classes reduction algorithm
Execute MCRA if SCRA is successfully executed

Table 2

(8)

Class index Bandwidth set  
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(9)
Case 1: No more bandwidth is available in the cell to accommodate
this connection:

A class  new connection is accepted if



Case 2
False
True
False
True

Simulation parameters

The free available capacity,  , is given by



Case 1
False
False
True
True

(7)

and


Table 1
Bandwidth reduction procedure decisions









(10)

that is, a newly arriving call of class  is blocked if its requested bandwidth plus the current total bandwidth of ongoing new connections for
all classes is greater than  , or if no more bandwidth is available in
the given cell to accommodate the new connection. On the other hand,
we always allow an incoming handoff connection of class  to be temporarily accepted regardless of its bandwidth requirements. If necessary, bandwidth adaptation is performed. Final acceptance of a handoff
connection is constrained by the following condition: The bandwidth
adaptation algorithm, described in Section III.C, must be able to allocate enough bandwidth for the “accepted” handoff request. If this
condition is not satisfied, then the handoff connection will be dropped.
C. Bandwidth adaptation algorithm
A BAA increases or decreases assigned bandwidth of ongoing connections in the cell according to the network load situation. The BAA
performs two main procedures: reduction and expansion. The reduction procedure is activated when an incoming handoff call arrives at
an overloaded cell. On the other hand, the expansion procedure is activated when there is an outgoing handoff call or a call completion in
the given cell.
With respect to different QoS objectives, several bandwidth adaptation algorithms [18]–[21] have been proposed and studied. In this
work, our BAA seeks to satisfy the following objectives at any time
instance:
1. minimize the number of degraded connections;

2. minimize the number of calls of class  with assigned bandwidth
that is lower than requested.
We assume that the requested bandwidth of a class
  , is predetermined.

 incoming call,

We do not apply bandwidth adaptation to incoming new calls, as
our main objective is to minimize the handoff dropping probability.
Therefore, the bandwidth adaptation reduction will be performed only
for the incoming class  handoff calls,   , according to the following cases:
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Case 2: No more bandwidth is available under class  to accommodate this connection, i.e., the current total bandwidth of ongoing class 
handoff connections is greater than  ,     :
















  

  

(12)

Based on these two cases the system will decide which reduction
algorithm should be invoked, as shown in Table 1. The main objective
of both algorithms is to accommodate incoming handoff calls and to
assign the maximum bandwidth (  ) for such connections.
The selection of the algorithm will reduce the complexity of
the reduction procedure since in the single-class reduction algorithm (SCRA) only the handoff connections of class  are affected
in the reduction process, while in the multiple-classes reduction algorithm (MCRA) all handoff connections in the system are affected. The
detailed descriptions of the SCRA and the MCRA are shown in Fig. 2.
Note that
represents the free available bandwidth of class , while
 represents the free available bandwidth in the given cell.
As a call of class  leaves the cell, whether it is an outgoing handoff call or a call completion, the total available bandwidth of class ,
, increases. The system will invoke the expansion procedure to
increase the bandwidth for one or more of the degraded class  calls,
starting from class one and ending with class  . The detailed description of the expansion algorithm is also shown in Fig. 2, where  
denotes the bandwidth required to upgrade the bandwidth of the corresponding call and     denotes the currently allocated bandwidth
of the corresponding call.
IV. Simulation experiments
In order to evaluate the performance of our proposed adaptive multimedia framework, we developed a simulation model for the wire-
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, int ) // i: class index

if (
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MCRA( )

)

classIndex = 1;

allocateBandwidth(
);
allocationIsDone = 1; // the call is accepted and allocated a bandwidth

while (classIndex

and

)

tryNextClass = SCRA(
,classIndex);
if (tryNextClass == 0) // need to degrade calls of other classes
else
;
reduceAll(
if (

);
)

classIndex ++;
else break; // the call is accepted

allocateBandwidth(
allocationIsDone = 1;

);
if(classIndex
) drop the call;
// end of MCRA

else
reduceAll(
if(

)
)

Expansion Algorithm()

allocateBandwidth(
allocationIsDone = 1;

);

for (classIndex = 1; classIndex

; classIndex ++)

while(exist degraded calls of class classIndex to upgrade)
else allocationIsDone = 0; // the call is dropped
return allocationIsDone;
// end of SCRA
allocateBandwidth(int assignedValue, int minBW, int maxBW)
allocate assignedValue to the incoming call such that
) and (minBW assignedValue
(assignedValue
// end of allocateBandwidth function

maxBW)

= classIndex;
order the most degraded calls increasingly by bandwidth;
starting with the most degraded call from above step;
;
)
if (
);
allocateBandwidth(
// end of while
// end of for
// end of expansion algorithm

reduceAll(int minLevel)
order the calls decreasingly by bandwidth;
and exist a call’s bandwidth
while(

minLevel)

reduce the calls with more than minLevel to minLevel
starting with the largest bandwidth;
add the extra bandwidth to
;
// end of reduceAll function
Figure 2: Bandwidth reduction algorithms and expansion algorithm.

less cellular network. The experimental results here are based on the
simulation of a network consisting of seven cells arranged in a circle
with identical mobility and traffic conditions, a common topology used
in many previous studies [22]–[23]. We simulated an environment in
which there are three classes of adaptive multimedia services. The simulation parameters, consisting of the discrete set of bandwidth values
for each class and the traffic parameters described in Section II, are
shown in Table 2. is the total bandwidth capacity in each cell, 
is the simulation time, and  is the measurement time period. We assume that the handoff call arrival rate of class  is proportional to the
 [24].
new-call arrival rate of class  according to 





The performance measures are connection-level QoS parameters,
the new-call blocking probability and the handoff call dropping probability, the degradation ratio, and effective utilization. We define the
effective utilization as the ratio of the bandwidth used by completely
serviced calls to the total bandwidth capacity [6]. These performance
measures are plotted as a function of the offered load (new-call arrival rate). We compare our adaptive multimedia framework with the
non-adaptive case. The bandwidth of a call of class  (
  ) in
the non-adaptive multimedia networking paradigm is fixed throughout the simulation lifetime and is equal to the requested bandwidth
value of class  (
  ). Before we proceed with evaluating the
performance of our adaptive multimedia framework, we first validate





the threshold-bandwidth allocation policy in the case of non-adaptive
multimedia paradigm networking.
Fig. 3 shows the effect of varying the new-call arrival rate on the
NCBP and the HCDP. It can be seen that the NCBP and the HCDP
of the three evaluated classes increase as the new-call arrival rate increases. However, the HCDP is always lower than the NCBP as a result of the
bandwidth units (   ) reserved exclusively for the
handoff connections. Moreover, the HCDP increases as the class index
increases. This behaviour is due to the complete sharing between all
three classes’ handoff connections (
 
), which
results in a higher dropping probability for the higher-bandwidth
class. This demonstrates the importance of giving priority to higherbandwidth connections by adjusting the values of  ,  ,  in order to
give all classes their required QoS.





In Fig. 4, we demonstrate the effect of varying the new-call threshold,  , on the NCBP and the HCDP. At low new-call threshold values, the NCBP for the three evaluated classes is high, while the HCDP
is low. As the threshold value,  , increases, the NCBP for the three
classes decreases while the HCDP increases until they converge to almost the same value. This is because the new calls are given more
access to the available bandwidth. While the HCDP increases as a result of the higher degree of sharing between the new and the hand-
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Figure 3: Effect of varying the new-call arrival rate on NCBP and HCDP for non-adaptive
multimedia.

Figure 5: Effect of varying the new-call arrival rate on effective utilization for nonadaptive/adaptive multimedia.

Figure 4: Effect of varying the new-call threshold on NCBP and HCDP for non-adaptive
multimedia.

Figure 6: Effect of varying the new-call arrival rate on NCBP for non-adaptive/adaptive
multimedia.

off calls, it is always lower than the corresponding new-call blocking
probability.

both frameworks increases as the new-call arrival rate increases. However, the NCBP in the case of the non-adaptive multimedia framework
is lower than that of the adaptive multimedia framework. This is because there are already many calls in each cell in the adaptive multimedia paradigm, as there is almost no handoff dropping (HCDP is near
zero). Note that among the evaluated classes, class one has the lowest
NCBP values, while class three has the highest NCBP values. This is
due to the fact that the bandwidth requirement decreases as the class
index decreases. Thus, there is a better chance to accept calls of the
smallest indexed class.

In the above-mentioned figures, the results illustrate the ability of
the threshold-bandwidth allocation policy to accurately capture the behaviour of the system and to achieve differentiation among different
traffic classes with respect to their QoS constraints.
Fig. 5 shows the effective utilization versus the offered load (newcall arrival rate) for an adaptive multimedia framework as opposed to
a non-adaptive multimedia framework. Clearly, an effectively utilized
adaptive multimedia framework outperforms the non-adaptive multimedia framework. As the offered load increases, the advantage is more
evident. This follows, since a highly restrictive threshold-bandwidth
allocation policy (non-adaptive case) can result in high call dropping
before completion of the calls, whereas for the adaptive multimedia
framework, use of the bandwidth adaptation algorithm allows the system to offer services whenever there is sufficient amount of bandwidth
by intelligently adjusting bandwidth allocation to achieve a near-zero
HCDP. Therefore, more calls are able to complete their services, and
as a result better effective utilization is obtained.
The effect of varying the new-call arrival rate on the connectionlevel QoS parameter NCBP for both adaptive multimedia and nonadaptive multimedia frameworks is illustrated in Fig. 6. The NCBP for

Fig. 7 illustrates the performance of the proposed adaptive multimedia framework and non-adaptive multimedia framework in terms
of the HCDP. It is apparent that by applying the CAC algorithm and
BAA in the manner described above, the HCDP of the adaptive multimedia framework is minimized (lower than 
) and, therefore,
it surpasses the non-adaptive multimedia framework. However, as the
traffic load increases, the HCDP increases. The reason is that even the
CAC algorithm will accept the handoff calls all the time, but when
the traffic load becomes larger, the threshold-bandwidth allocation policy can still reject some handoff arrivals due to the restrictive threshold occupancy. In the non-adaptive multimedia framework, an incoming handoff connection of class  is immediately dropped if the current total bandwidth of ongoing class  connections is greater than  ,
    , or no more bandwidth is available in the cell to ac-
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framework for wireless cellular networks has been presented. The proposed framework considers multiple classes of adaptive multimedia
services with different QoS requirements. Three related components
comprise the main building blocks of the framework: (1) a thresholdbased bandwidth allocation policy, (2) a threshold-based call admission control algorithm, and (3) a bandwidth adaptation algorithm.

Figure 7: Effect of varying the new-call arrival rate on HCDP for non-adaptive/adaptive
multimedia.

Simulation results show that the handoff call dropping probability
is always lower than the new-call blocking probability. Moreover, the
handoff connections with lower bandwidth requirements always have
lower dropping probability than those with higher bandwidth requirements. The performance of the adaptive multimedia framework has
been compared to that of the existing non-adaptive multimedia framework. The results show that although the new-call blocking probability of the adaptive multimedia framework is greater than that of the
non-adaptive multimedia framework, the overall performance of the
adaptive multimedia networking is very attractive in that the handoff
call dropping probability is near zero (negligible) and the effective utilization increases as the offered traffic load increases. Observing the
reported results, we conclude that this work is a very powerful and
novel contribution to wireless cellular network design, as it can be
used to support high-bandwidth multimedia services in a manner that
enhances the overall system performance. In addition, our framework
is cell-oriented, meaning that all its components are implemented on a
cell-by-cell basis. It thus has an extremely low complexity, making it
practical for real wireless cellular networks.
This work can be extended in several ways. One straightforward extension is to develop an adaptive threshold-based bandwidth allocation
policy, which dynamically computes and changes the threshold values
based on the traffic and mobility parameters.
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